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Easy to Operate
User friendly control panel that feels intuitive to operate. No mechanical 
knobs or dials to break off.  The Vision Touch combi steamer features a 
responsive touch screen that is easier to use than your smartphone.

Triple-pane, Cool to the Touch, Curved Glass Door
The Vision combi steamer doors are all made with three seperate layers of
glass for the best insulation possible.  The curved glass exterior is non-
reflective so that you can see inside from anywhere in the kitchen.

Two Step Safety Door Handle 
All of our Vision models come standard with a two step safety handle 
to help prevent accidental burns from steam when opening the door.

Boiler-less Steam Injection System 
Our system maximizes energy and water efficiency. Vision combi steamers 
use our extremely efficient steam injection system and reversing air 
dispersal fan thus saving you time and money compared to messy boiler 
based combi ovens and other boiler systems.

BUILT TO LAST! 
304 Stainless Steel exterior and interior cavity.  Only stainless steel used  in
the construction of our ovens, except for the glass on the door. No plastic 
parts to melt or break.

Automatic Cleaning System 
Easy to use automatic cleaning system that will take the hard work out 
of cleaning your combi steamer at the end of the day.

USB Ports and LAN Connections Standard 
Standard on all Vision combi steamers, this allows users to upload or 
download their own recipes, photos, or menu items.  Users can also 
download HACCP data for archiving on a seperate computer.

Automatic Cool-Down 
Initiated whenever a cleaning cycle is started. Other ovens require 
the operator to open the door and cool down manually.

A Clean,  Easy to Access Service Compartment 
Makes repairs easier for either a service agent, or a resident 
maintenance technician.

Multi-Timer Feature
Allows the user to set up multiple menu items in advance for continuous 
batch cooking.

Lifetime Service and Support
Available 7 days a week, from 7AM to 7PM EST, to help our customers 
resolve any issues that might arise in the shortest time possible.


